Three kinds of image reconstruct algorithms for Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) has been researched, and a new ERT reconstruct algorithm-Regularized general inverse(RGI) ERT reconstruct algorithm is proposed, which is based on linearity ERT forward problem, and makes use of general inverse to confirm the minimum norm error solution of ERT inverse problem. Meanwhile, adopting regularized method to stabilized the numerical value. The observation operator is set up by multiple linear regression method. Three restriction conditions is brought to bear the optimum stabilization solution. The simulation result shows that reconstructed image can reflect the truth medium distribution in the field truly including different complex distributions. After filtering the images by unite bound for the same medium distribution, the average of CSIE image reconstructed by linear back project algorithm, sensitivity coefficient algorithm and regularized general inverse algorithm is 12%, 9% and 6% respectively. The result shows that the image quality reconstructed by regularized general inverse algorithm is improved in evidence than that of the other two algorithms.
INTRODUCTIONS Electrical resistance tomography ( ERT ) is a new technique for imaging the interior of an object without disturbing its
normal function, it is suitable for aqueous-based process, eg. Miscible liquid/liquid mixing, solid/liquid mixing and cyclonic separation process etc. ERT offers a non-invasion, low-cost, non-destructive, non-radiation, visualization-measurement mannerUl. The images produced by this apparatus can be used to understand the process kinetics better and provide on-line control of the process to reduce energy consumption and increase product yield. It has been interested by many scholars in different countries and developed very fast.
The principle of ERT is reconstructing the resistance distribution and forms an image to reflect the different phase substance distribution in the pipe or vessel. The obtaining of the image is through certain reconstruct algorithm, which will decide the quality and precision of the image. But the inherence problem of ERT image reconstruction is an ill-conditional, nonlinear inverse problem, so it is difficult to reconstruct the true distribution of the different matter in the pipe or vessel, there are many drawbacks in existing algorithms such as the calculation time is too long and the distortion is serious etc, solve the problem of speed and precision is urgent and important. This paper put forward a new image reconstruct algorithm for ERT based on regularized general inverse method. The reconstructed images have been get used the measurement data obtained from the ERT simulation software developed by the authors, it has been compared with two other traditional image reconstruct algorithms: back-project algorithm and sensitivity coefficient algorithm. The result shows that regularized general inverse algorithm is suitable for ERT image reconstruction, the speed of reconstruct image is nearly as fast as back-project algorithm, but the space image error by multivariate linear regression algorithm is much decreased, this algorithm has advantages of high speed and high precision.
MATHEMATICS MODELAND THE PROBLEM DESCRIBE OF ERT
ERT is to gain the distribution of the medium in the sensing field through the conductance distribution, it is by means of exciting current and measure the voltage on the sensor electrode array which is installed inside of the pipe or process object. When the distribution of the sensing field changes, it will result in the changes of the measure voltage, by means of appropriate image reconstruct algorithm, it will reconstruct the distribution of the conductance in the field. The sensing field of ERT can be described and solved by the theory of static field, it is satisfied by the Maxwell equations, When (x, y) is known, the problem of solving the Ø(x, y)in any point in the field is called forward problem of ERT, which is from (la) (lc)or (la) (ib) to solve Ø(x, y), it is problems all known that Dirichlet problem and An ERT system can be divided into three basic parts as shown in Fig. 1 : the sensing array, the data acquire & process system and reconstructing unit. A set of rectangular electrodes are mounted in alignment inside surface of a process pipe to form an annular sensing array. These electrodes are excited by a current source one pair by one pair in turn, and all the voltages values between any other two electrodes are measured. These data reflect the interaction between the conductivity distribution in the region of interest interaction comply with Laplace equation. The total number of independent measurements is N(N-3)/2, where N is the number of electrodes , being 104 for 1 6 electrodes, these data are fed into a computer to reconstruct the image of conductivity distribution using qualitative or quantitative algorithm.
The last step is to extract useful flow parameters from the reconstructed image by the computer, such as concentration, velocity etc.
TWO KINDS OF ERT RECONSTRUCT ALGORITHMS
The research of ERT reconstruct algorithm is important in the whole system of ERT, scholars of different countries have made a lot of research on it, and it is also very actively in the research of reconstruct algorithm for medical Electrical Impedance Tomography(EIT). Although ERT and EIT is the same in theory, the measured object is greatly different, there are little prior knowledge of the medium distribution for ERT, this makes the difference of them. In ERT research, there are several reconstruct algorithm often used, such as back-project method, sensitive coefficient method2 and modified Newton-Raphson algorithm etc.
Back-project algorithm
Back-project is the most simple, the fastest and the most basic reconstruct algorithm for ERT. This algorithm is based on the suppose of hard field the whole sensing region changes from p1 to p1 ,it is: -falso can be written as:
So with Eq. (2), project the measurement result to all point evenly within the equal potential project region and add all measurement result of different region together, will get the distribution of conductance of the whole sensing field.
Sensitive coefficient algorithm
Sensitive coefficient theorem deduced by Geselowitz and Lehr was based on Green's theorem and the divergence theorem. Applying the two theorems to a domain as in Fig.3 , the reciprocity theorem (3a) and the lead theorem of mutual impedance Z (3b) can be derived:
'IY"AB 'y,CD I I, Eq.(3c) and (3d) is difficult to solve by mathematical analytical method, so adopt numerical method (Finite Element Method, FEM)31. Suppose the sensing field is divided into M elements and in every element the conductance is a constant, so at the ith measurement angle, the transfer impedance change AZ can be written as:
Where N is the total number of independent measurement, T2 is the area of the jth element, S11 is the sensitive coefficient of thejth element at thejth measurement angle, S11 can be obtained by numerical method (FEM).
The mutual impedance Z of the ith measurement angle is:
The sensitivity coefficient for a field with homogeneous conductivity can be obtained using numerical and analytical computation. The derivation of differential and the integration expressions for the sensitivity matrix are used for image reconstruction algorithms based on relative measurement as below:
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REGULARIZED GENERAL INVERSE ALGORITHM
The model ofERT forward problem can be supposed as:
R is a vector of n dimension represents the distribution of the sensing field which is divided into n elements, U is a vector of m dimension represents independent measurement voltages, E is the error matrix, A is the transfer matrix of m x n , which decides the relationship between the two signal space. But for most situations of an ERT system, the number of independent measurement is less than the number of pixels that is divided, namely m < n , so information is lost partly during the observation of ERT forward problem.
For an observation of lost information, transfer matrix A exists zero space, and the noise can't be avoided, so matrix A has no inverse.
Therefore the ERT inverse problem, which aims to deduce the resistance distribution from boundary measurement voltages, can't find solution directly from Eq.6. General inverse can solve the problem of non-exist-of A ' (inverse of matrix A) and non-only-of A , so make use of it to confirm the minimum norm error solution of ERT inverse problem, can be written as: R A+U(ATA)IATU (7) In Eq.(7), A is the general inverse matrix of A, R is vector of the resistance distribution, T is the transfer of matrix A, U is vector of measurement voltage. Eq. (7) is the base model of RGI algorithm, the main problem is how to find the transfer matrix A.
Multiple linear regression method [41 is adopted to establish A. Eq.(7) makes use of general inverse to confirm the minimum norm error solution, but ERT inverse problem is an ill-conditional nonlinear inverse problem, so it can't obtain stabilized numerical solution of the problem. The drawback is the minute change of measurement data U will arouse maximum resistance variety, eg. the minimum norm error solution is sensitive to measurement error. The reconstruction be out of sense with non-stabilization solution existence. An effective method to overcome the problem is regularization.
Considering the physical meaning and the practical sense of the resistance distribution in the field of ERT, suitable restriction conditions are brought to bear the optimum stabilization solution. Actually, adopting restriction embodies the idea of regularized method. Three restrict conditions are adopted as follows: a. Image energy restriction, which physical meaning is: the value of resistance distribution in the ERT system is limited and fluctuated, eg. the energy in the sensing field is limited, selecting the image whose energy is minimum in all possible reconstructed images, it can be written as: 1IIRlI2 mm , I is an energy coefficient.
b. Image smooth characteristic restriction, it is that the pixels gray (resistance) distribution is continuously, the physical meaning is: reconstructed image is partly or wholly smooth, considering the most smooth image is the best reconstruct image estimate, it can be written as: 11CR112 -mm , C is a smooth coefficient matrix.
C. The noise of reconstructed image should be minimum, which is minimum norm error restriction, that can be written as: 'IIU -AR))2 ._ mm 2 Image reconstructed after adopting above three restriction condition is considered best estimated result, so can construct an assistant function J as: previously. So by Eq.(10) regularized general inverse ERT reconstruction algorithm only need one time matrix multiplication, so the calculate amount of regularized general inverse algorithm is same as one step sensitivity coefficient algorithm, the speed of reconstruction is fast.
THE RESULT OF SIMULATION STUDY
Using the ERT simulation software set up by authors to set conductance distributions of different flow patterns, then solved the numerical value of the ERT sensing field, used the simulation data to research ERT reconstruct algorithm.
Suppose the continuous phase (liquid phase) a = lOOpScm '
, dispersed phase (solid phase) a = 1 pS1 , the exciting current value is J=lOmA. The reconstructed images have been get used the measurement data obtained from simulation data , it has been compared the regularized multivariate linear regression image reconstruction algorithm with two other traditional image reconstruct algorithms: back-project algorithm and sensitivity coefficient algorithm the images is shown in Fig.4 . L1, g(P)>7
11 is changed adapt to the difference resistance distribution, but it is constant to all the three reconstruct algorithms.
Select SIE as the image quality evaluate factor of the section. The smaller SIE is, the higher quality image is. The SIE of back-project and sensitive coefficient algorithm is about 12% and 9% respectively, the SIE of the regularized multivariate linear regression image reconstruction algorithm is not more than 6%.
6. CONLUSION
The result shows that regularized general inverse algorithm is suitable for ERT image reconstruction, the speed of reconstruct image is nearly as fast as back-project algorithm, but the space image error by regularized general inverse algorithm is much decreased, this algorithm has advantages ofhigh speed and high precision.
